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Abstract—Lead times are key to good market positioning of
providers of automated solutions based on a programmable
logic controller (PLC). Testing control software against a digital
twin (DT) of the process, any programming errors that may
have incurred are detected before commissioning, which reduces
project duration. This work raises the possibility of reducing that
probability of error when programming discrete event dynamic
systems (DEDS), by implementing a Petri net (PN) managing
algorithm. A framework is presented which combines the use
of this algorithm, by means of pre-incidence and post-incidence
matrices and initial marking vector of a net, with code validation
through emulation. A use case is brought forward in which the
control program of a sequential process with parallel operations
is implemented, with both virtual (VC) and real commissioning.

Index Terms—Agile software development, digital twin,
discrete-event systems, manufacturing automation, Petri nets,
software algorithms, virtual commissioning

I. INTRODUCTION

Lead times for industrial automation projects, both new and
reconditioning of old systems, are key to good market position-
ing of machine manufacturers and system integrators, whose
reputation and future contracts may be at stake. Numerous
studies focus on how to shorten deadlines, aiming at the final
phase, the commissioning of automated solutions [1]. Control
device software verification and validation has generally been
carried out at this stage. Emulation tools make it possible code
testing before the mentioned phase, making it more agile.

After reviewing code testing against real process or previ-
ously through emulation, this section focuses on its develop-
ment, source of potential errors. An approach of using Petri net
(PN) implementations for semi-automated code generation on
control devices is proposed, in order to reduce bugs that need
to be eliminated during virtual and/or real commissioning.

A. Software validation during commissioning

Code is tested in the development environment of the
controller itself, commonly a programmable logic controller
(PLC) [2], without observing its effect on the behaviour of
the process to be automated. An inadequate test procedure
can lead to errors being overlooked. Later, in the final phase
of the project, the system is commissioned, with the equipment
already assembled. It can be up to 25% of total duration [3].

It is exposed to unforeseen events such as collisions, material
and/or personal damage, and extra travel and accommodation
costs. Resulting downtime affects developers’ prestige.

B. Virtual commissioning

The increasing capacity of computing equipment, both
in memory as well as in CPU power, combined with the
emergence of new emulation tools or digital twins (DT) that
virtually reproduce industrial systems and processes, make it
possible to test PLC programs before commissioning. Known
as virtual commissioning (VC) [4], allows to shorten devel-
opment and validation phases [5]; a more reliable validation
by seeing how a virtual model works, and higher quality
results [6]; considering and testing different scenarios [7]; and
a reduction in commissioning manpower [8].

C. Implementation of sequential systems in a PLC

Once there are tools for detecting coding errors before
commissioning, the research question on which this work
is based arises. Is it possible to generate PLC programs
with a minimum probability of containing development errors,
avoiding the expenses incurred when detecting them later?

Industrial sequential processes can be represented by di-
agrams according to GRAFCET methodology. This graphic
method is a particular case of a PN [9], which was cre-
ated to model discrete event dynamic systems (DEDS) [10].
GRAFCET or PN implementation in PLC has traditionally
been done by means of a boolean variable or a counter for
each step or place [11] [12], with its status evaluated at every
scan cycle of the device. Currently, development environments
include Sequential Function Chart (SFC), a graphic modeling
and description method for sequential automation systems,
suitable for GRAFCET and standardised in IEC 61131-3.

Literature evidences methodologies of implementing PNs,
as a more general case, into standard PLC languages [13] [14]
and in an interpreted basis, i.e. with the structural management
integrated into the code itself. [15] incorporates the possibility
of generating instruction lists automatically by means of the
net description. Complete developments involve programming
workload, and modifications necessarily affect the code.



D. What is proposed

Focusing on PNs and using their matrix representation [16]
and evolution rules, allowing tokens moving among net places
as transitions firing consequence, opens a new perspective to
the programming of this type of processes. Model valida-
tion abilities are much more powerful than those proposed
for GRAFCET, mainly related with divergence-convergence
managing [17]. Instead, for PN there is a wide theory for
model structural analysis and property checking [16], such as
liveness, cyclicity, limitation and invariants.

This work proposes a methodology for the development and
commissioning of sequential systems controlled by PLC, based
on a semi-compiled approach. This approach can be consid-
ered semi-compiled because it manages the evolution of any
PN, by means of their pre-incidence and post-incidence ma-
trices and initial marking vector. Compared to a GRAFCET-
based development, programming workload and the possibility
of errors can be reduced, and combined with a virtual vali-
dation supported by a DT, they can make commissioning a
simple procedure.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section a methodology is proposed, which combines
an algorithm that manages, in a semi-compiled way, the
structure and evolution of the marking of a PN, with the use
of a DT to support the development and commissioning of
PLC controlled sequential systems. Previous preparation of
data according to net structure is required, and the coding of
its interpretation. The specifications that the program meets,
and the phases of implementation are described.

A. Algorithm for PN marking management

The algorithm kernel implements the transition firing and
marking updating rules for a general PN. Obviously, net inter-
pretation relating coding depends on each particular system.
This is why the implementation of the algorithm is called
semi-compiled. Note that it is coded in structured language, in
order to operate more simply with matrices and for an easier
portability to other manufacturers’ devices.

1) Startup: initial marking value is given to the current one,
and incidence matrix is calculated from the pre-incidence and
post-incidence ones. It is executed only in the first scan cycle.

2) Enabling: determine transitions enabled by current
marking. It is executed only if a transition has been fired
and consequently current marking has changed. The latter is
compared with each column of the pre-incidence matrix to
determine whether marking enables the transition. If so, it is
recorded in an array of enabled transitions.

3) Firable: check whether currently enabled transitions are
likely to be fired. According to net interpretation, it evaluates
fulfillment of transitions firing conditions, writing them down
in an array. Subsequently, it is evaluated if they are liable to be
fired, reflecting it in another array. The number of transitions
that can be fired from current marking is also noted.

4) Make a decision: implementation of a rule. A firable
transition must not have to be fired at the moment. It could be
posponed or even no longer allowed after any (some) other(s)
transition(s) firing. This PN property is particularly important
and interesting in the modeling of sequencing problems: order
control in the sequence of transitions firing. A function is
introduced for deciding the transition to be fired among the
firable ones, as for transitions in conflict. In this case, the last
of those in the firable transitions list.

5) Marking update: recalculate. As a consequence of the
firing of previously selected transition, among firable ones,
net marking is computed. It implies updating it by adding the
incidence matrix column related with the fired transition.

6) Actions: places currently marked. This function updates
actions related with places, as net interpretation determines,
accordind to the achieved new places markings.

Note that, provided with any particular PN incidence matrix
and initial marking vector, this algorithm allows token move-
ments among places managing.

B. Phases of the methodology
In a comparison between the conventional procedure and the

proposed one (see Table I), specifications, wiring and commis-
sioning are obviously common to both. It is the development
of the intermediate phases which makes them different, being
these the ones described in more detail.

1) Specifications: key signals and desired operation.
2) PN model development (start of DT modeling): once

specifications are defined, the PN structural design is carried
out for its subsequent digitalization and analysis. Interpretation
is added, associating conditions and actions with PN structure
transitions and places, respectively. Furthermore, the process
DT can be developed, with the support of an emulation
software, for VC.

3) PN structural analysis: consists of net graphical edition
and token moving among places simulation. It includes PN
properties analysis and representative matrices generation. It
is useful a software tool such as that shown in Fig. 1, Platform
Independent Petri net Editor 2 (PIPE2) [18]. It provides net
invariants computing, allowing testing strctural properties as
boundness, liveness and deadlock freeness. Finally, a .html file
is generated with the matrix representation of the net structure.

4) Hardware and variable definition (internal and I/O): in
the PLC programming environment, the project containing the
algorithm is opened and hardware and variables are set.

5) Structure implementation, transfer of matrices data to
PLC memory: from the .html file generated by PIPE2, the
matrix representation is transferred to a data block in PLC
memory. A parser can be used to adequate the information
provided by PIPE2 to the PLC’s particular syntax.

6) Interpretation implementation (end of DT modeling): the
aim is to implement II-A3 and II-A6 points, according to the
above added interpretation (II-B2). Each case requires corre-
sponding code development, which affects program memory.
Enabling and actions functions are edited, associating states
of digital inputs and/or internal variables to transitions, and
places to digital outputs and/or internal variables.



TABLE I: Conventional peocedure versus proposed procedure

Conventional procedure Proposed procedure

- Specifications. - Specifications.

- Design of the GRAFCET diagram. - PN model development (start of DT modeling).
- PN structural analysis: graphic edition, simulation (movement of tokens around places),
validation and matrix generation.

- Interpreted implementation of the GRAFCET diagram. - Hardware and variable definition (internal and I/O).
- Structure implementation: transfer of matrices data to PLC memory.
- Interpretation implementation (end of DT modeling).

- PLC emulation in its development environment. - Virtual commissioning.

- Wiring. - Wiring.

- Commissioning. - Commissioning.

Fig. 1: PN structure and associated matrices in PIPE2.

7) Virtual commissioning: the DT must be available at
this point. This step implies verifying the correct behavior
of the process, according to specifications and with all virtual
sensors and actuators connected to the real or emulated PLC,
commonly using OPC UA standard.

8) Wiring: between PLC and process sensors and actuators.
9) Commissioning: process performance testing.

III. USE CASE

This section presents a first and simple use case of the algo-
rithm and the proposed methodology. Their application has as
process the didactic station shown in Fig. 2, of which a couple
of physical units are available in Mondragon Unibertsitatea
(MU), for teaching and research purposes. The work to be
done consisted on programming a PLC based on specifications
for the automation of the mentioned sequential process with
parallel tasks and synchronization among them.

A. Process

The process to be automated was Processing Station of
Festo Didactic, global leader in technical training solutions
for industrial and process automation. It was chosen because,
on the one hand, its PN has exclusively binary marking and
there are not shared resources, thus it is a simple case to
represent both by GRAFCET and PN. On the other hand, the
manufacturer provides an emulator including a station’s DT.

Fig. 2: System under study [19].

The operations carried out on this station are to check the
correct positioning of workpieces, to test if they already have
a central hole; to machine them; and to supply them to a
subsequent station.

In the desired behavior, workpieces are tested and processed
on a rotary indexing table driven by a direct current (DC)
motor. The table is positioned by a relay circuit, with its
position being detected by an inductive sensor. Workpieces are
tested and drilled in two parallel processes. A solenoid actuator
with an inductive sensor checks that the items are inserted in
the correct position. During drilling operation, the workpiece
is clamped by a solenoid actuator. Finished items leave the
system by means of an electrical ejector. The modules can
work simultaneously and in a coordinated way, for a shorter
cycle time.

B. Work to be done

The work to be done was to automate the described process.
Both procedures in Table I were applied, for a first comparison.
The first one was the most usual: a fully interpreted GRAFCET
diagram. It was considered that design and implementation er-
rors were probable. The second option was the semi-compiled
approach in section II, supported by emulation. The algorithm,
mainly fixed, manages structure and marking of a PN, whose



particular case is a GRAFCET, as a matrix data structure.
Programming workload is limited to incorporating interpreta-
tion to that structure: associating conditions to transitions and
actions to places. Coding error probability was lower. Even
more, PN structure was previously validated and matrix data
loading automated.

C. Resources

The material used consisted of the station, a Siemens S7-
1500 series PLC, and a laptop with the following software:

• PIPE2 tool, for creating and analyzing PN structures, and
generating associated matrices.

• A propietary application for converting data from HTML
to text format, suitable for an easy insertion in variable
declaration modules of various environments.

• TIA Portal V15.1 environment for Siemens control de-
vices, with the algorithm already available; and S7-
PLCSIM Advanced V2.0 SP1, Siemens PLC emulator.

• CIROS® Education 6.2, virtual learning environment for
PLC controlled systems.

• EzOPC 5.6, an OLE for Process Control (OPC) server
that allows to control DTs through an external PLC.

D. Implementation based on conventional procedure

The steps listed in the left column of Table I were followed
in the usual procedure for programming a DEDS applying
GRAFCET in a PLC. The development environment has a
specific editor for designing the code in a visual way.

E. Implementation based on proposed procedure

Defined specifications (II-B1) in terms of desired operation
and key variables and signals, the PN structure of Fig. 3 was
twofolded designed (II-B2). The first one manages start and
stop situations. The second reflects the normal operation of
the process. It consists of a branch for table rotation, in case
the modules have concluded their operations, and a divergence
in three simultaneous branches for the respective modules.

Afterwards, net interpretation was defined, associating
(boolean) conditions to transitions and actions to places. For
example, the actions of P21 are the activation of the workpiece
test mechanism, and the launching of a timer for this operation.
On the other hand, the condition of T23 queries whether the
testing time has expired without a signal that the workpiece
is correct, or whether reset button is pressed.

Once model structural analysis (II-B3) was carried out
using PIPE2, pre-incidence, post-incidence and initial marking
matrices were generated, as already shown in Fig. 1.

PN implementation was carried out during corresponding
steps (II-B4, II-B5 and II-B6). At this point, the DT of the
system was already available, to face next phase, that of VC
(II-B7). Note that a virtual model of the station is available in
CIROS® Education, so all that had to be done was to add an
OPC client object and establish virtual connections between
sensors (actuators) and digital inputs (outputs) of the PLC.

A software-in-the-loop (SIL) type configuration was defined
through OPC UA standard. EzOPC, which allows to control
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Fig. 3: PN structure

processess in CIROS via an external PLC, acted as a server;
and process (CIROS) and PLC (S7-PLCSIM Advanced) em-
ulators operated as clients. VC consisted of verifying correct
process operation in its DT (Fig. 4), according to specifications
and with all sensors and actuators connected to the emulated
Siemens PLC I/O signals using OPC UA.

Prior commissioning the control system, real PLC and
real process were wired (II-B8), in the same terms as the
virtual one. It was carried out through the terminal block
of the educational station. Once the project was uploaded to
the device, it was checked whether the real process worked
according to specifications (II-B9).

IV. RESULTS

By means of the proposed procedure, a PN has been
implemented in PLC in an easy and agile way, with low coding
workload and probability of errors (and whose detection is
supported by DT), and with an simple final commissioning.

Error-prone points are reduced to one relating to code
development and three as a consequence of the paradigm shift:

• In contrast to a GRAFCET, the critical point in pro-
gramming sequential parts is minimal: manual addition of
conditions and actions, which is the only non-fixed part.
The algorithm can be considered easy to adapt to any
application. For other functions such as PID controllers
the workload and potential errors remain the same.

• A PN needs to be set up: there can be misinterpretations
of the non-formal specification. This is something to
which the design of an interpreted GRAFCET is also
exposed. It should also be noted that PIPE2 is a tool
which is easy to use. Any technician who knows how to
program a GRAFCET diagram in a PLC can adapt it to
the edition of a PN and its structural analysis.



Fig. 4: Virtual and real commissioning.

• Matrices need to be mapped with existing variables: this
operation has been automated.

• Design of a DT and its communication with PLC: de-
spite the lack of skilled professionals a few years ago
[20], modeling is already present in educational [4] and
industrial environments [5]. In this case, a DT of the
didactic station is available in libraries of the emulation
tool supplied by the manufacturer.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed approach makes it possible to program PNs
in PLCs with the following features:

• It is semi-compiled. PN structure is previously validated.
• Only PN interpretation is error-prone in coding.
• Standard methodology. It consists of transferring the

mainly fixed algorithm to the desired PLC.
• The inclusion or modification of a PN is simple.
The use of other PLCs or DTs is possible, if they fulfill

OPC UA compatibility. The modeling effort will be justified
in cases of greater complexity or with more non-sequential
parts that cannot be represented by a PN. The latter will be
programmed by the technical staff, supported by a DT to test
and validate the developed code, as well as the sequential parts
managed by the algorithm.

The presented has been a first approach, of simple features
and with the real process available for a complete imple-
mentation. It is in more demanding applications that the
advantages of this methodology over GRAFCET will become
more apparent. As future work, it is planned to experiment
with other PLCs and more complex industrial developments,
normally through DT. On the one hand, shared resources (e.g.
manipulating robots), synchronization, and limited buffers
(e.g. temporary storage) will be managed integrated in the
PN’s own structure. The latter, for example, would require
counters in GRAFCET, as the variable associated with each
step is boolean. On the other hand, it should be noted that
for several nets the treatment is identical to that of the use
case: they are treated as a single one, in which some arcs
are considered to be zero weight. In addition, this approach
includes the concept of hierarchy.

An evolution and improvement of this work can be the pa-
rameterization of a program block encapsulating the algorithm.
In this way it can be used more easily in terms of associating
the structure of the PN and its interpretation.
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